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**CODE SCANNERS**

- Reads and erases Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) and turns off check engine light
- Displays MIL (Malfunction Indicator Lamp) status
- Displays supported emissions readiness monitor status (I/M Monitors)
- Bilingual Manual of DTCs and Definitions (English and Spanish)
- Enables user to quickly and easily link to their vehicle
  
  **Actron Pocket Scan Code Reader** ACT CP9125 C

- Provides access to complete vehicle diagnostics using your smartphone
- QuickCheck Summary of vehicle emissions, DTCs and code definitions
- AutoID Automatically identify most 2000 and newer vehicles
- TrueLink Guaranteed to link to all 1996 and newer vehicles
- Vehicle Activity Log History of vehicle tests and procedures
- MyGarage Manage vehicles for easy access
  
  **Actron U-Scan Smartphone Wireless Vehicle Diagnostics** ACT CP9660

- Reads live real-time engine data (RPM, coolant temperature, sensor readings, etc)
- ABS codes and definitions for most 1996-2013 GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, and Hyundai vehicles
- Automatically reads DTCs (Diagnostic Trouble Codes) when connected to vehicle
- Reads Enhanced Engine and Transmission Codes
- Reset MIL and turn off the Check Engine light
  
  **Actron PocketScan Plus ABS OBD-II and CAN** ACT CP9660

- Over 15,000 generic and manufacturer specific DTC (Diagnostic Trouble Code) definitions
- LIVE real-time data, over 300 possible data PIDs available (depending on vehicle)
- Record / Playback of live data
- Graph Live data
- ABS codes and definitions for most 1996-2013 GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, and Hyundai vehicles
  
  **Actron AutoScanner Live Data with Color Screen** ACT CP9670

- CodeConnect 26M experience based fixes - Get the next step in diagnosing your vehicle. CodeConnect is a comprehensive database of over 26 million verified fixes for the DTCs (Diagnostic Trouble Codes) that cause the check engine, ABS and Airbag warning lights to illuminate. These actual vehicle fixes have been reported and then verified by our team of ASE certified technicians.
- Oil light reset for most 1996-2013 BMW & GM, limited Ford & Hyundai
- Battery Reset for late model BMW, Mini Cooper and Ford F-Service trucks
- GM DTC status
  
  **Actron Elite AutoScanner Kit** Enhanced OBD I and OBD II Scan Tool
  ACT CP9690
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**PRESSURE TESTERS**

- Easy-to-read, 3-1/2" diameter face
- Displays 0-30" vacuum (0 - 70 cm) and 0 - 10 pounds (0 - 70 kPs)
- Complete with hose and adapters
  
  **Actron Vacuum and Pressure Test Kit** ACT CP7803

- Tests: Fuel pump check valve i.e. leak down test, Fuel pressure regulator, Weak fuel pump, Fuel line integrity i.e. clogged or damaged fuel filter, Leaking injector(s)
- Note: GM Throttle Body Injection (TBI) vehicles require the GM TBI Adapter 0180-000-1465 or Professional Fuel Pressure Tester Kit CP7838.
  
  **Actron Fuel Pressure Tester Kit** ACT CP7818

- Quick-release hose disconnects from gauge for faster, easier use
- Uses Standard and metric scales: 0-300 lbs psi and 0-2100 KPa
- 1.7 inch high-pressure flexible oil-and grease-resistance hose
- 14mm and 18mm ends fit most spark plug openings
  
  **Actron Compression Tester Kit** ACT CP7827

- Includes 10 mm, 12 mm, 14 mm, 14 mm long-reach and 18 mm threaded adapters
- Includes repair kit with replacement O-rings and valves
- English and metric scales: 0-300 psi and 0-2100 kPa
- Vinyl tool pouch for tool organization and protection
  
  **Actron Professional Compression Tester Kit** ACT CP7828A

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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### TIMING GUNS

- Easy On/off touch control
- All metal inductive pickup
- Super bright Xenon flash
- One touch control makes it easy to use
- Durable, plated ABS housing

**Actron Inductive Timing Light** ACT CP7527

- Microprocessor-controlled circuitry
- LED tachometer display reads 0-9999 RPM
- Advance display indicates to 1/10
- Flashlight feature
- 2/4 cycle and RPM/advance lights
- All metal inductive pickup

**Actron Digital Timing Light** ACT CP7529

### MISCELLANEOUS

- Rugged steel handle
- Solid brass cylinder, cylinderhead and piston
- 24" hose with tapered hose adapter
- Cushioned handle grips
- Tapered barbed hose fitting

**Actron Vacuum Pump Brake Bleed Kit** ACT CP7835

- Small 9 mm camera allows for inspection through many spark-plug holes
- Inspect cylinders, valves, diesel injectors and glow plug ports
- View behind body panels and under the dashboard for electrical wiring and connections
- Examine for corrosion and wear in hard-to-see areas
- Inspect fluid lines for leaks

**Actron Video Inspection Scope** ACT CP7669

- Safely test most automotive electrical circuits to identify shorts, wire breaks, or failed sensors
- Easily check grounds on many circuits allowing quicker diagnosis time than traditional circuit tester or digital voltmeter
- Safe for engine control modules or power train control modules
- Indicates presence of signal to fuel injectors, or tach reference signals

**Actron Automotive Logic Tester** ACT CP7852

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*